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BERLIN (AP) -- Told they couldn't watch the World Cup on the job, Italian auto
workers went on strike -- conveniently, a half hour before game time. German
companies set up office viewing areas to keep employees from defecting on game
days.
And Brazil? Brazil basically shuts down when its team plays, with businesses and
schools closed and elective surgery put off so people can be in front of a TV.
The soccer tournament is the world's most watched sporting event, and the fact
that it comes around only once every four years is probably fortunate for anyone
trying to get some work done.
One study suggests the German economy, Europe's largest, loses more than $8
billion in productivity, about 0.27 percent of gross domestic product, during the
monthlong tournament. Surveys in Britain predict output losses there of $1.5 billion
to $2.3 billion.
And that's just two of the 214 countries and territories where the 2006 World Cup
drew the cumulative viewership of 26 billion people. That's a lot of eyes not on the
job.
Some workplaces -- particularly government ones -- are strictly watching that
employees aren't rooting when they should be working. Italy's Renato Brunetta,
minister for public administration, even warned government workers ahead of the
tournament: "Fun is one thing, work is another."
Many other bosses seem only too happy to allow the World Cup into the workplace
-- perhaps because they share their subordinates' football obsession. In the
Netherlands, whose team knocked Brazil out in the quarterfinals, the entire
country's quitting time was unofficially moved forward to 1 p.m. on Friday so fans
could watch the game.
Adam Gardner, a 31-year-old custodian at Britain's Cambridge University, said his
boss gave him permission to come in early and leave early to root for England -then headed out to watch the game himself.
"A lot of people did. The place was empty," Gardner said.
German insurer Allianz SE set up viewing areas in its Munich offices for Germany's
match with Serbia and allowed all interested to watch it -- as long as they punched
out beforehand so they weren't watching on company time. About 10 percent -1,100 workers -- took the company up on the offer.
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"It is really motivating if employees are allowed to watch the World Cup during their
work day at the company," Allianz spokeswoman Vera Werner said. "Some of the
managers also came along to watch the game and they saw it as a way to boost
their co-workers' team spirit."
Researchers at Germany's Hohenheim University estimate that the average German
will devote 15 minutes of work time daily to the World Cup through the tournament.
That includes watching games, checking scores on the Internet and taking part in
office betting pools.
The U.S. is not as swept by football fever as the rest of the world, but the time
difference with South Africa means all matches are taking place during America's
normal work hours.
Nearly 15 million Americans tuned in to ABC for the team's 2-1 loss to Ghana in
extra time, with another 4.5 million watching on the Spanish-language Univision -making it the most-watched men's World Cup game ever in the country.
The World Cup is the fourth-biggest "top productivity sapper" in the U.S., based on a
nonscientific ranking of top sporting events carried out by Challenger, Gray &
Christmas, a workplace consultancy based in Chicago. The NCAA men's basketball
tournament ranked No. 1 and was followed by NFL fantasy football pools and the
Super Bowl.
The World Cup is not exclusively an economic drain. Economists say it boosts
consumer spending for things like fan paraphernalia, party supplies and bigger
ticket items like wide-screen televisions.
Britain's Centre for Economics and Business Research estimated that despite
productivity losses, there will be a net $2.43 billion short-run boost to that country's
GDP in June and July thanks to increased consumer expenditure and business
spending on advertising.
South Korean retailer Home Plus is reporting what may be the strangest economic
benefit. It credits fans gathered at big outdoor World Cup rallies, unwilling to miss
one minute of the action, for driving a 168 percent increase in sales of adult diapers
last month.
And even when it comes to work time, cutting employees some slack can pay off for
companies. Challenger, Gray & Christmas CEO John Challenger said employers are
"more tolerant about letting people do all sorts of personal endeavors" during the
work day because employees also do work during what used to be their personal
time.
"Work time and personal time have become much more blurred," he said.
Auto information provider Edmunds.com sets up TVs in a large room at the
company's Santa Monica, Calif., headquarters. Company President Avi Steinlauf said
staffers as free to watch as long as they get their work done, and some bring
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laptops into the room to do both at once.
The "why fight it" concessions perhaps go furthest in Brazil, where the notion of not
allowing workers to watch matches -- or in most cases, giving them most of the day
off to view it with family and friends -- would be met with mass revolt.
For Uruguay's quarterfinal victory over Ghana, government offices shut down at 3
p.m. or simply stopped responding to the public, as did the banking system and
most businesses. For its semifinal match against the Netherlands on Tuesday,
management and unions "in virtually every company" have agreed to modify shifts
so that everyone can watch, said the secretary of Uruguay's powerful metalworkers
union, Marcelo Abdala.
Not allowing employees to watch, meanwhile, carries its own risks.
Italy's Fiat said workers at the Termini Imerese plant staged a two-hour strike to
protest the company's decision not to allow TVs during Italy's opening game against
Paraguay on June 14. The roughly 700 night-shift workers simply walked off the job
two hours early -- conveniently, a half hour before game time.
Cymtec Systems, a St. Louis-based computer networking company, streamed video
to a large central monitor in part so it could keep working.
"If we don't provide it to all our employees, everyone is going to stream to their
PCs" and overload the computer system, CEO Andrew Rubin said.
Associated Press Writers Kirsten Grieshaber and Melissa Eddy in Berlin, Raul O.
Garces in Montevideo, Andrew Khouri and Jane Wardell in London, Claire Lee in
Seoul, Alessandra Rizzo and Egidio DiBenedetto in Rome, Stan Lehman in Sao
Paulo, Anne D'Innocenzio and Joyce Rosenberg in New York, and Michael Warren in
Buenos Aires contributed to this report.
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